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When Does Intellectual Passion
Become Conflict of Interest?
Financial conflicts of interest are very much
in the news in science, particularly in the
cutting-edge fields of biology that border on
biotechnology. As the financial stakes grow,
the confusion is likely to grow as well, until
the scientific community settles on rules and
procedures for dealing with conflicts between
research and profit (see story on page 616).
But in talking with researchers about potential financial conflicts, Science heard one refrain over and over again: that money problems are simple compared to the intellectual
conflicts of interest that scientists have always had to deal with.

What did those researchers mean by intellectual conflicts of interest? They were referring to the fact that, although science is
often thought of as a dispassionate pursuit of
facts, in reality it is much more than that.
Scientists are, after all, human beings. They
often begin their work with a hypothesis and
become deeply invested in it, long before
peers regard it as credible. Along the way to
proving a thesis, therefore, scientists must be
sustained by something that approaches faith.
And, as paleontologist-essayist-historian
Stephen Jay Gould says, it is a "pervasive fact
of human existence as social beings" that we

find it extraordinarily difficult to step outside
our own convictions and see them through
the eyes of a detached observer.
Every researcher relies on personal intuition to some extent, so the important question
is: When does a scientist's enthusiasm for an
idea cross the line that separates passion from
obsession? It doesn't take a sociologist to recognize the extreme cases. Working scientists can
-and do-readily identify peers whom they
regard as having become advocates, no longer
capable of reading evidence in an evenhanded
way. But sometimes those advocates are right.
And in these rare cases, science is advanced by
the determined, committed, even the obsessed
individual, not by the doubting peers.
To examine the intertwined positive and
negative aspects of commitment to one's own
hypotheses, Science chose three cases in which
researchers seemed to have an unusual per-
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Simon LeVay, a brilliant neurobi- ce
ologist who has found a link between
human brain structure and homosexuality, is gay himself. He freely discusses this
aspect of his life. Indeed, he took temporary
leave from his research position this year to
direct a new advocacy foundation to promote the interests of gay people in Los Angeles-the West Hollywood Institute for Gay
and Lesbian Education. And LeVay recognizes that some people might question his
ability to do objective research while at the
same time leading a public campaign on a
related topic. His answer is that he can do
both by maintaining his customary, high scientific standards.
LeVay studied as an undergraduate at
Cambridge University, received a Ph.D. from
the University of Gottingen, taught at
Harvard University, and is now a staff scientist (on leave) at the Salk Institute in San
Diego. In 1991 he became a celebrity. Fame
arrived when he published a paper in Science
(30 August 1991, p. 956) reporting that the
size of one particular nucleus in the brain
may be correlated with male homosexuality.
LeVay reached this conclusion after measuring the size of part of the anterior hypothalamus associated with sexual behavior. He
found that the third interstitial nucleus
(INAH-3) is half as large in women and in
homosexual men as it is in heterosexual men.
If correct, this suggests that gay behavior
may be a product of genetics and biochemistry
rather than culture-a fact that could bring
about a broad reappraisal of homosexuality.
Some, including LeVay, argue that this research will help remove the stigma of being gay.
LeVay acknowledges that "in the gay community, [the Science paper] is taken very much
as supporting the notion that people are born
gay or straight, as ammunition against people
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who think that being gay is
a sort of willful perversity."
He adds: "I share that feeling; like most gay men, I feel
I was born gay...though rationally I have to say that [my conviction] certainly doesn't prove it." In
speaking about his research, LeVay
says, "I try to be clear about just how
much is my feeling and my political
views, and how much is what science actually has shown. But it
sometimes does get blurred... .on talk
shows, for example."
Could it be that LeVay's convictions about homosexuality, which
predated his research, somehow affected his results? It's a fair question
for any researcher and doubly so in
this case, since the analytical
method required by the kind ofwork
LeVay does is unavoidably subjective. The
technique involves reading tissue slides to
determine the size of the INAH-3 nucleus,
which is made of the same type of cells as the
surrounding tissue and therefore has no sharp
boundary. Hence, expert judgment must enter in. To make the slide-reading process as
objective as possible, Roger Gorski of the
University of California, Los Angeles, who
works on the same questions, decided to use
more than one slide interpreter. At first he
used three, requiring that disagreements be
settled by compromise. With experience,
Gorski learned that two readers were enough.
LeVay didn't go to these lengths-he read
his slides himself-but says he took steps to
ensure objectivity. Like other scientists, he
says, "I do the usual things you do to avoid
bias, like doing the work blind.. .using regular statistical procedures... talking to other
scientists and getting their input." Why did
LeVay rely on himself as the only slide reader?
Because "I didn't have any colleagues" to
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help out. He insists there was no way for his
personal views to intrude, since students encoded the slides and data before he interpreted them.
That's enough to reassure most peers, including Gorski's colleague, postdoc Laura

Allen. She says, "You'd have to argue that
Simon wasn't being honest to fault him, and
I have no reason to believe he's not very, very
honest-and very well trained." Besides, she
says, the results were "not unexpected," since
they confirmed a possibility she and Gorski
had raised earlier. The fact that LeVay had a
personal interest doesn't trouble her, either:
"Ifyou study Alzheimer's disease because your
grandmother has Alzheimer's, you also have
a personal interest," she says. Indeed, she
adds that "if you're doing an important study,
hopefully you'll have some passion for it."
Another peer, Dick Swaab of the Netherlands Institute of Research in Amsterdam,
notes that it is "impossible" to run a truly
objective study using human brains. The rea-
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conflicts are handled-whether the researcher
has the detachment required to be the severest
critic of his or her own work.
All researchers tend to "mythologize" their
research, says Boston University's philosopher
of anthropology, Misia Landau. And this isn't
necessarily bad, she adds, because it takes selfconfidence to push ahead. Landau thinks "the
most inspired work gets done in light of some
hypothesis" that'serves as a"guidingparadigm."
Yet scientists must also be ready to drop a
cherished idea the moment better information
comes along. It's important, she says, to "practice a certain self-reflection."
In the absence of that self-reflection, an
advocate becomes so deeply invested that it's
almost impossible to let go, even in the face of
contrary evidence. "Any theory can be patched,
by ad hoc addition of assumptions to fit with
existing data," writes psychologist Anthony

Greenwald of the University of Washington
in Seattle, who has analyzed problems scientists have in developing good research strategies. The goal is to "disconfirm" an idea,
Greenwald writes, not confirm it. Otherwise,
the scientist risks becoming "ego-involved" in
the idea and "may be willing to persevere indefinitely," despite negative results.
Albert Barber, vice chancellor for research
at the University of California, Los Angeles,
explains that all good graduate programs try
to "teach people rigor... .to disprove what they
think rather than to prove it. You have to
keep reminding people that they do have a
bias (favoring their own ideas]; they can prove
something a dozen times without it being
true." Like researchers in the real world,
Barber's students quickly learn that if they
don't challenge their own ideas, others will.
-Eliot Marshall

son: There are no "controls," and the subject
material is quite variable. Results can be affected by the patient's age, type of disease,
differences in therapy, speed of death, methods of tissue fixation, and other factors-many of which are undetermined. Swaab
worries about these technical flaws, but not
the personal bias of the interpreter. For example, Swaab thinks LeVay could have made
his results stronger by counting the number
of cells within the INAH-3 structure, rather
than just measuring the volume. This would
rule out errors due to swelling or shrinkage,
which might be caused by disease or chemicals. But as for personal stakes, Swaab says, "I
don't think they influence the type of measurements" that he and LeVay make.
LeVay has run into criticism, however,
from a few researchers in other fields. Some
think it's simplistic to link human sexual
behavior to specific brain structures and suspect that LeVay has allowed his own motivations to influence his conclusions. For example, John DeCecco, psychologist and director of the Center for Research and Education in Sexuality at San Francisco State University, scoffs that LeVay is "definitely on a
political crusade." He thinks LeVay is "under
the erroneous impression that ifhe can prove
this is biological...people will leave gay people
alone and respect them."
Another critic in this camp, William Byne,
a psychiatrist at Columbia University, faults
LeVay for not obtaining good sexual and
medical histories on the people whose brains
he examined. The AIDS virus may affect
testosterone levels, Byne says, and this could
affect the size ofthe INAH-3. He wants LeVay
to share all his data so he can double-check
the results. But critics aren't any more immune to intellectual conflict than those they
criticize. In fact, LeVay doesn't like the sound
of Byne's demand because Byne "has the reputation of someone with a chip on his shoul-

der," and his request sounds like a "commission of inquiry." Although LeVay agrees that
"science should be an open matter," he decided to turn down the request.
For Simon LeVay himself, advocacy is not
something that must necessarily be avoided
in science. He sees no need to create special
barriers between his role as an advocate and
his work as a scientist-other than following

standard scientific rules for keeping data blind.
Indeed, although he acknowledges that he
and his field are controversial, he doesn't
think that in principle his situation as a scientist is really that different from the fundamental situation of any researcher. "Everyone," he says, "has some place they're coming
from; every scientist is a human being."
-E.M.
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The Perils of a Deeply
Held Point of View
Richard "Scotty" MacNeish, a feisty
74-year-old archeologist, member of
the National Academy of Sciences, and
excavator of New World sites, is a model of
the committed scientist. For as long as anyone can remember, he's been trying to disprove a theory about the "first Americans"
held by many of his colleagues. Specifically,
MacNeish disagrees with the orthodox view
that the first human settlements in the New
World began no more than 12,000 years ago.
The date is pegged to some unusual stone
weapons found in the 1920s at Clovis, New
Mexico. No weapons of this type, or evidence of a culture that might produce them,
have been found in North or South America
with an earlier date. So the "Clovis-first"
theory has prevailed for decades.
Indeed, the Clovis paradigm has survived
many direct assaults, including several by
MacNeish. For example, in the 1970s,
MacNeish published a list of 12 claimed preClovis sites in South America alone, including
a cave at Pikimachay, in Peru, that he excavated himself. However, his evidence did not
persuade doubters to stop doubting, nor did it
get textbook editors to put an earlier date on
human entry to the Americas. MacNeish regards this resistance to his work as "ingrained
conservatism." "It's damn near a 100-year-old
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tradition," he says, to dismiss evidence
of early cultural sites in the New
World. People who draw the line at
Clovis have spent a lot of "time and
effort building up evidence" for their
view. If somebody like himself comes along
and challenges it, "they're going to fight for
what they think is right," MacNeish says.
MacNeish was in the news again this year
as a shaker of orthodoxy, telling an audience
in Chicago that he has now found "incontrovertible proof" that would establish a 30,000year antiquity forhuman settlements in North
America. His proof consists of hundreds of
objects collected recently at Pendejo Cave at
Fort Bliss, New Mexico. "This is the one
that's going to finish offthe skeptics," he told
The Washington Post. "This time we knew
exactly what kind of evidence it was going to
take to convince people" (Science, 21 February, p. 920).
Back home at the Andover Foundation for
Archeological Research in Andover, Massachusetts, for which he is scientific director,
MacNeish discussed his evidence in a phone
interview. It includes "500 objects" made of
stones-many foreign to the cave-which he
thinks were chipped by humans, a large buffalo
bone about 35,000 years old with evidence on
itof humanchopping, remains ofeighthearths,
an animal toe bone with a projectile point in
it, several human fingerprints on clay dated at
30,000 to 35,000 years old, and even a human
621
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sonal investment in their research. The cases
are varied. One involves a neurobiologist with
a deep personal and social stake in the outcome of his own work. Another focuses on an
archeologist criticized by his peers for being
too quick to announce earth-shaking claims.
A third involves an accomplished space physicist whose defense of an offbeat theory has put
him at odds with most ofhis field. These cases
differ in detail, but each raises the question of
how scientists can retain their passion while
maintaining enough detachment to prevent
commitment from hardening into obsession.
These cases may seem atypical, yet almost
every researcher Science talked to on this subject acknowledged that intellectual conflicts
of interest-or potential conflicts-are pervasive. The key difference among scientists, they
said, is not between those who have conflicts
and those who do not, but in how the potential
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